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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter BZL21P - an 18mm L Type Rounded Blade designed to elevate your cuttingNT Cutter BZL21P - an 18mm L Type Rounded Blade designed to elevate your cutting
experience. This innovative blade features a unique rounded L-shaped design, setting it apartexperience. This innovative blade features a unique rounded L-shaped design, setting it apart
as a versatile and efficient cutting tool for various applications.as a versatile and efficient cutting tool for various applications.

Crafted with precision and attention to detail, the NT Cutter BZL21P offers outstanding cuttingCrafted with precision and attention to detail, the NT Cutter BZL21P offers outstanding cutting
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performance. Its 18mm size strikes the perfect balance between handling intricate cuts andperformance. Its 18mm size strikes the perfect balance between handling intricate cuts and
tackling larger tasks with ease. Whether you're involved in crafting, packaging, or any cutting-tackling larger tasks with ease. Whether you're involved in crafting, packaging, or any cutting-
related work, this blade proves to be an indispensable asset.related work, this blade proves to be an indispensable asset.

SpecificationSpecification

Blade Length: 40mmBlade Length: 40mm
Blade Width: 18mmBlade Width: 18mm
Blade Thickness: 0.45mmBlade Thickness: 0.45mm
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver

The L Type Rounded Blade is specially engineered to enhance user safety and cuttingThe L Type Rounded Blade is specially engineered to enhance user safety and cutting
efficiency. The rounded tip provides an added layer of protection, minimizing the risk ofefficiency. The rounded tip provides an added layer of protection, minimizing the risk of
accidental cuts during use. This makes it an excellent choice for both experiencedaccidental cuts during use. This makes it an excellent choice for both experienced
professionals and those new to cutting tasks, instilling confidence and ease of use.professionals and those new to cutting tasks, instilling confidence and ease of use.

With the NT Cutter BZL21P, precision and control are at your fingertips. The unique design ofWith the NT Cutter BZL21P, precision and control are at your fingertips. The unique design of
the blade ensures smooth and accurate cuts through a variety of materials, including paper,the blade ensures smooth and accurate cuts through a variety of materials, including paper,
cardboard, vinyl, and more. Its versatility makes it a go-to option for a wide range of projects,cardboard, vinyl, and more. Its versatility makes it a go-to option for a wide range of projects,
both at home and in professional settings.both at home and in professional settings.

Durability is a hallmark of NT Cutter products, and the BZL21P L Type Rounded Blade is noDurability is a hallmark of NT Cutter products, and the BZL21P L Type Rounded Blade is no
exception. Crafted from high-quality materials and subject to rigorous testing, this blade isexception. Crafted from high-quality materials and subject to rigorous testing, this blade is
built to withstand demanding cutting tasks and provide reliable performance over time.built to withstand demanding cutting tasks and provide reliable performance over time.

Packaged: 5 BladesPackaged: 5 Blades

Replacement blade for : ZL2P, ZL-1P, SL10P, SL20P, SL30P, SL-1P, SL-3P, JL-120P,Replacement blade for : ZL2P, ZL-1P, SL10P, SL20P, SL30P, SL-1P, SL-3P, JL-120P,
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iL-120P, L-300RP, eL-500, iL-500RP, iL-550RP, L-500, L-500P, L-500G, L-500GP, L-500GR,iL-120P, L-300RP, eL-500, iL-500RP, iL-550RP, L-500, L-500P, L-500G, L-500GP, L-500GR,
L-500GRP, L-550, L-550P, L-550GP, SL-700GP, PMGL-EVO2,L-500GRP, L-550, L-550P, L-550GP, SL-700GP, PMGL-EVO2,
PMGL-EVO2R. PMGL-EVO2R. Segment-free, short and rounded tip blade(40mm/0.45mm).Segment-free, short and rounded tip blade(40mm/0.45mm).
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